This file contains utility functions relating to real time debugging

Copyright Comtec Information Systems, 1992 - 2002

Revision 1.1.2.1.2.2 2008/04/07 18:15:04 zgn\dthielen
Moved #define PRINTER_DEF to bluetooth.h instead of having it defined in several files. Converted #if
PRINTER_DEF to #if (PRINTER_DEF == TRUE).

Revision 1.1.2.1.2.1 2007/11/01 20:31:01 dthielen
Merge in Bluetooth code from V56_15_XX.

Revision 1.1.2.2 2007/10/16 22:12:21 dthielen
Comment functions that do not appear to be needed. See
BLUETOOTH TODO: in code.

Revision 1.1.2.1 2007/08/16 18:28:49 zgn\sbrightman
Initial check-in of Bluetooth 2.0 files
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